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A B S T R A C T
Local ﬁeld potentials (LFP) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) recorded during walking may provide clues for
determining the function of the STN during gait and also, may be used as biomarker to steer adaptive brain
stimulation devices. Here, we present LFP recordings from an implanted sensing neurostimulator (Medtronic
Activa PC+S) during walking and rest with and without stimulation in 10 patients with Parkinson's disease and
electrodes placed bilaterally in the STN. We also present recordings from two of these patients recorded with
externalized leads. We analyzed changes in overall frequency power, bilateral connectivity, high beta frequency
oscillatory characteristics and gait-cycle related oscillatory activity. We report that deep brain stimulation im-
proves gait parameters. High beta frequency power (20-30 Hz) and bilateral oscillatory connectivity are reduced
during gait, while the attenuation of high beta power is absent during stimulation. Oscillatory characteristics are
aﬀected in a similar way. We describe a reduction in overall high beta burst amplitude and burst lifetimes during
gait as compared to rest oﬀ stimulation. Investigating gait cycle related oscillatory dynamics, we found that
alpha, beta and gamma frequency power is modulated in time during gait, locked to the gait cycle. We argue that
these changes are related to movement induced artifacts and that these issues have important implications for
similar research.
1. Introduction
Recordings of local ﬁeld potentials (LFP) in the basal ganglia of
patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) have demonstrated oscillations at
several frequencies, of which the beta band has gained most attention
(Stein and Bar-Gad, 2013). Although the functional and pathological
role of (beta) oscillations are still debated (Espenhahn et al., 2017;
Eusebio and Brown, 2009; Gross et al., 2005; Pfurtscheller et al., 1996;
Raz et al., 1996), beta power has been shown to be correlated with
akinetic-rigid symptoms (Hammond et al., 2007; Kühn et al., 2006b;
Neumann et al., 2016) in human patients as well as in animal models of
parkinsonism (Costa et al., 2006; Mallet et al., 2008; Sharott et al.,
2005). Beta oscillations are also reported to be reduced in amplitude
after levodopa intake and are attenuated by STN deep brain stimulation
(DBS) in a stimulation intensity dependent manner (Kühn et al., 2008a,
2008b; Oswal et al., 2016; Quinn et al., 2015; Trager et al., 2016; Weiss
et al., 2015).
Local ﬁeld potentials are investigated as biomarkers for adaptive
closed-loop stimulation in PD (Cagnan et al., 2013; Johnson et al.,
2016; Little et al., 2013a; Piña-Fuentes et al., 2017; Tinkhauser et al.,
2017a). When considering oscillatory activity as a feedback signal, it is
important to understand its functional role as well as its contributions
to the genesis of clinical symptoms. Cortical as well as subcortical beta
has been shown to be involved in a series of neural processes underlying
cognitive functioning and motor behavior (Frank, 2006; Frank et al.,
2007; Herz et al., 2017a; Meijer et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2014a, 2014b;
Te Woerd et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2005; Zavala et al., 2013). Beta
modulations are reported to be correlated with decision thresholds and
reaction times as well as with grip force (Hell et al., 2018; Herz et al.,
2017b; Tan et al., 2016). Beta is decreased in amplitude during motor
imagery (Kühn et al., 2006a; Marceglia et al., 2009) and movements
(Joundi et al., 2013; Kühn et al., 2004; Litvak et al., 2012), while this
mechanism probably fails as bradykinesia increases (Steiner et al.,
2017). While beta power is attenuated prior, during and shortly after
movements followed by a rebound after movement termination, low
frequencies in the theta range and gamma frequencies exhibit increases
at movement onset (Cassidy et al., 2002; Chung et al., 2001; Foﬀani
et al., 2005, 2003; Fogelson et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2009; Özkurt et al.,
2011; Priori et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2014a, 2014b).
Reports of beta band suppression during movement are ubiquitous,
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but investigations of the modulation of beta during gait are rare and
conﬂicting (Quinn et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2013; Storzer et al., 2017).
Quinn et al. report that subthalamic beta power was relatively similar
during lying, sitting, standing, and during forward walking and that
akinetic-rigid PD subjects tended to exhibit decreased beta power when
walking, while tremor dominant subjects did not. Storzer et al. report,
that patients without freezing of gait show a suppression of beta power
in both bicycling and walking, while this suppression was stronger for
bicycling. Both Singh and Storzer report a movement-induced, nar-
rowband power increase in the low beta band during walking in pa-
tients with freezing of gait, time-locked to the onset of gait.
In this study, we used a sensing neurostimulator (Activa PC+ S®,
Medtronic, plc.) connected to electrodes implanted bilaterally in the
STN's of 10 patients with PD as well as recordings from externalized
leads in two of the same patients. We investigated subthalamic oscil-
latory activity during continuous gait, while also comparing neural
activity during gait and sitting and standing rest. Recordings were made
oﬀ stimulation, with stimulation at half the clinical most beneﬁciary
amplitude and stimulation with full amplitude. Kinematic parameters
were recorded with inertial sensor units and subsequently analyzed in
parallel to the electrophysiological activity to reconstruct gait-cycle
related oscillatory activity. Our main aim was to discuss whether and
how subthalamic frequency content changes during walking across the
gait cycle as compared to rest.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Patients, surgery, electrode localization
Ten participants with a mean age of 61.7 years (SEM ± 2.1), in-
cluding 9 males and one female patient with Parkinson's disease (PD)
took part in this study and gave their written informed consent. The
protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the medical faculty
of the University of Munich. Clinical details of all participants are
provided in Table 1. All patients underwent implantation of DBS leads
(model 3389; Medtronic Neurological Division, MN, USA) with 4 ring
electrodes in the left and right STN for the treatment of advanced
Parkinsonism at the Department of Neurosurgery at the hospital of the
University of Munich. Initial stereotactic coordinates were 12mm lat-
eral, 3 mm posterior and 4mm below the midpoint of the AC-PC line.
Coordinates were adjusted by direct visualization of the STN on in-
dividual pre-operative T2-weighted MRI scans. Intraoperative single
cell recordings and macrostimulation guided the ﬁnal placement of the
electrode leads. The exact position of the DBS electrodes in relation to
the subthalamic target structures were determined based on the pre-
operative T2-weighted MRI and postoperative CT scans, using the Lead
DBS toolbox (Horn and Kühn, 2015) and 3DSlicer software (www.
slicer.org). MRT and CT were aligned manually using 3DSlicer soft-
ware, co-registered using a two-stage linear registration (rigid followed
by aﬃne) as implemented in Advanced Normalization Tools (Avants
et al., 2008) and normalized to MNI space (MNI ICBM Nonlinear 2009b
template), (Fonov et al., 2011). To visualize the STN, we used an atlas
to outline the STN and its putative subdivisions, the motor, the asso-
ciative and the limbic area (Accolla et al., 2014).
2.2. LFP recordings and kinematic measurements
In all patients, the leads were connected to the implanted sensing
neurostimulator (Activa PC+ S®, Medtronic, plc.) to record LFP's bi-
polarly from the electrode contact above and below the single negative
stimulation contact, colored in light red (Fig. 1). The stimulation con-
tact was chosen according to best clinical outcome. All LFP data were
sampled at 422 Hz. We additionally recorded LFP data from ex-
ternalized leads during the same conditions in two of these patients
before implantation of the neurostimulator. Here, sutbhalamic LFP
were recorded from the four contacts of the implanted stimulation
electrodes in bipolar fashion using Brain Vision Recorder software and
Brainamp ampliﬁers (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The
bipolar pair containing the later stimulation electrode was chosen for
evaluation. The experiments with externalized recording were per-
formed two days after the initial surgery and the experiments with in-
ternal sensing equipment were performed at least 2 months after initial
programming on the same or on consecutive days within the ﬁrst year
after implantation. We had to exclude recordings from one subject, as
the LFP's were severely contaminated with ECG artifacts.
Movement parameters were recorded using inertial sensor units. We
used a research prototype measurement and recording system with one
analog gyroscope (IDG500, Invensense, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and two
analog accelerometers (ADXL335, Analog devices, Norwood, MA, USA)
on each shank and each thigh to record kinematic proﬁles. Data were
collected by a microprocessor (ATXMEGA 128, Atmel, San Jose, CA,
USA) with 16 analog-digital converters (12-bit) connected to an SD-
card for data storage. Data from the sensors were collected at 200 Hz.
Synchronization of gait and LFP data was achieved by a transcutaneous
electric nerve stimulator (TENS) device which was triggered at the
beginning and before the end of the recording by the gait recording
processor and delivered electric impulses between right mastoid and
left shoulder which were recorded by the neurostimulator.
2.3. Task design
LFPs were recorded during sitting (2min), standing rest (2min) and
free walking (approx. 125m) along a hallway. Experiments were re-
corded following overnight withdrawal of dopaminergic medication
Table 1
Clinical details.
Ten patients with Parkinson's disease (1 female, mean age 61.7 ± 2.1 years; disease duration 9.8 ± 0.9 years) were studied 1month – 1 year after DBS surgery.










1 66 m 9 Equivalent 51/78 0/5 5/10 2/3 25/20
2 64 m 16 AR 23/73 0/0 3/9 1/3 23/20
3 61 m 8 TD 17/44 11/24 1/5 1/2 16/10
4 54 f 8 Equivalent 10/27 3/6 1/5 1/1 13/6
5 71 m 12 Equivalent 22/38 9/10 4/5 1/1 11/14
6 53 m 12 Equivalent 4/27 0/6 0/5 1/1 13/6
7 70 m 8 AR 23/40 0/0 7/11 1/2 15/15
8 55 m 7 Equivalent 15/33 4/10 3/8 1/2 3/12
9 66 m 11 Equivalent 26/75 6/18 1/12 2/2 7/11
10 57 m 7 AR 30/53 0/0 5/13 1/1 10/9
Evaluation was performed OFF medication after overnight withdrawal from dopaminergic medication in random order (ON/OFF DBS); Tremor score reﬂects the total
score on all ratings in items 15–18 in the UPDRS III, rigor score reﬂects all ratings on item 3 and gait item 10, lateralization score reﬂects all scores that allow for the
assessment of lateralization of Parkinsonian symptoms, including item 3–8, 15–17.
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and with and without DBS. DBS state (on/half/oﬀ) was changed ap-
proximately 30min before each recording session. We conducted ex-
periments without stimulation and with two diﬀerent stimulation in-
tensities: stimulation at the clinical optimal amplitude and half that
amplitude. Stimulation frequency was 140 Hz and pulse duration was
60 μs for all recordings. Participants were asked to walk along a cor-
ridor with slow and normal speed, turn at the end and walk back. The
turn was excluded from further analysis.
3. Analysis
3.1. Analysis of kinematic measurements
First, kinematic signals were re-sampled oﬀ-line to 422 Hz to match
the LFP sampling frequency. Then, rotational positions of shank and
thigh were computed by Kalman ﬁltering and the trajectory of the feet
were reconstructed using a 4-segment leg model with inverse kine-
matics. Terminal contact (TC), peak and initial contact (IC) were de-
ﬁned in the shank rotational velocity signal as described previously
(Bötzel et al., 2016). We used the shank rotational velocity signal to
visualize the gait cycle and calculated the parameters stride length, gait
velocity and foot clearing to describe the gait cycle (Bötzel et al., 2018).
For statistical evaluation we computed a Wilcoxon signed rank test to
test for diﬀerences between conditions. We corrected the resulting p-
values with False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction for multiple com-
parisons (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2005; Groppe et al., 2011). Kine-
matic parameters with and without stimulation during slow and normal
gait are reported in Supplementary materials.
3.2. Analysis of spectral power during gait and rest
We only included recordings from Activa PC+S in the analysis,
except time frequency single subject analysis. All continuous recordings
were divided into equal epochs with durations of 2 s. The epochs were
visually inspected for artifacts; epochs containing artifacts were dis-
carded if they exceeded an amplitude threshold set manually for each
STN recording, determined from the rest recordings. We then calculated
the frequency power spectrum using fast Fourier-transform-based
methods (Matlab function ﬀt) and subsequently averaged over across
all epochs for each nucleus. In order to control for between nucleus
diﬀerences in frequency power, which can be inﬂuenced by proximity
of the electrode to the LFP source and the local electrical properties of
the surrounding tissue (Neumann et al., 2016), we calculated the
relative power spectrum for each recording separately. To calculate the
relative spectrum, we normalized each recording by its own overall
mean power across frequencies, excluding low frequencies (up to
10 Hz) and other frequencies with possible technical artifact con-
tamination related to the sensing equipment (33–37 Hz, 48–52 Hz,
90+Hz) (Neumann et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2013; Storzer et al.,
2017). To assess the eﬀect of gait on the frequency spectrum, we con-
ducted a one-way ANOVA with the factors gait and rest to test for
diﬀerences between the average relative power in the high beta fre-
quency band (20–30 Hz) in each nucleus, followed by a Wilcoxon
signed rank test. We applied the same procedure to the factors slow gait
and standing rest. To conﬁrm this analysis, we also investigated the
change of average absolute high beta power (20–30 Hz) during normal
gait in % relative to sitting rest baseline across subjects, averaged across
bilateral nuclei. For statistical evaluation we computed a one-sample t-
test.
3.3. Instantaneous amplitude extraction
The following analyses use the instantaneous amplitude (amplitude
envelope) of frequency speciﬁc activity. We used a butterworth band-
pass ﬁlters (Matlab function butter, ﬁlter order 5, zero-phase ﬁltering)
and the Hilbert transform to extract the instantaneous amplitude (am-
plitude envelope) and power across time at frequencies from 3 until
100 Hz with steps of 1 Hz.
3.4. Bilateral STN amplitude-amplitude correlations
For amplitude-amplitude correlations, we computed Pearson's cor-
relation coeﬃcients (R) (Arnulfo et al., 2015) between bilateral STN
amplitude envelope time series across frequencies, while excluding
time periods with possible artifact contamination. The correlation
coeﬃcient ranges from−1 to 1, with 0 indexing absence of correlation
to 1 for perfect linear relationship and −1 for perfect anticorrelation.
Correlation measures were computed separately for each subject and
each resting and walking condition. To assess the modulatory eﬀect of
gait on the high beta amplitude-amplitude correlations across subjects,
we conducted a one-way ANOVA to test for diﬀerences between the
average correlations in the high beta frequency band (20–30 Hz) during
normal gait and sitting rest without stimulation, followed by a Wil-
coxon signed rank test. We applied the same procedure for testing slow
gait against standing rest.
Fig. 1. Shank rotation measurements, raw LFP recordings and electrode localization. A. Shank rotation velocity of two diﬀerent goniometer sensors setups mounted
at right and left leg of one patient during walking and raw LFP trace from a single STN recording with Activa PC+S sensing. B. Posterior dorsal view of DBS-
electrode localizations in left and right STN. The motor region of the STN is depicted in dark red, the associative subregion in light blue and limbic subregion in
yellow. The contact used for stimulation is colored in light red (see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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3.5. Life- and waiting-times analysis of high beta oscillation bursts
To analyze characteristics of oscillatory bursts, for each frequency
and nucleus, we determined bursts based on a common median am-
plitude threshold across sitting rest and gait recordings, similar to re-
cent research (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b). The epoch in which the am-
plitude envelope is above this threshold is considered the lifetime of a
burst and the epochs below are termed waiting-times. The procedure to
extract life- and waiting-times has been previously described by Montez
et al. (2009). A life-/waiting-time ratio (LWR) over 1 indicates that
oscillatory bursts above the threshold are longer in duration than the
time-periods in which the amplitude does not cross the threshold. To
evaluate the modulatory eﬀect of gait on the high beta LWR across
nuclei, we conducted a one-way ANOVA to test for diﬀerences between
the average LWR in the high beta frequency band (20-30 Hz) during
normal gait and sitting rest, followed by a Wilcoxon signed rank test.
3.6. High beta burst-shape analysis
To further investigate the nature of oscillatory bursts during gait as
compared to rest, we studied the average shape of high beta bursts
(Feingold et al., 2015). To ﬁnd bursts, we marked each peak of the
average high beta amplitude envelope (Matlab function ﬁndpeaks) and
averaged across all bursts from each nucleus and condition using the
timeframe of± 30ms around the peak. For statistical testing we used
the average amplitudes across the whole epoch from each nucleus and
condition for comparison. To test for diﬀerences between normal gait
and sitting rest, we used a Friedman test followed by a Wilcoxon signed
rank test, as data was not normally distributed (Kolmogorow-Smirnow-
Test).
3.7. Gait-cycle related time-frequency power analysis
To reconstruct gait-cycle related oscillatory activity, we time-
warped the shank rotational signal and the squared amplitude time
course at each frequency from each gait cycle epoch, pragmatically
deﬁned as the epoch between two succeeding peaks of the rotational
signal of one leg (Fig. 3A, Supplementary Fig. 3E, F). All epochs were
re-sampled to a common timeframe of 100 samples, and averaged
across epochs. To construct a sitting baseline, we used the same
method, replacing the recordings made during gait with those during
rest. For each nucleus we then calculated the mean percentage change
between the gait time-frequency decomposition and the average base-
line during sitting rest and gait across time for all frequencies and time
points. For group analysis we then averaged across nuclei and then
across subjects. For epochs starting and ending with the left leg mid-
swing peak (e.g. Supplementary Fig. 3E), we used the time-frequency
decomposition of the LFP from the right STN (e.g. Supplementary
Fig. 3A) and vice versa (“contralateral averaging”).
To assess group diﬀerences in oscillatory activity between gait and
rest across the gait cycle statistically, we ﬁrst calculated the z-statistics
for each time-frequency point separately (using Matlab function sign-
rank) using individual time-frequency power averages across left and
right nuclei. We considered the true z-value signiﬁcant if it surpassed
the 95% percentile of the z-statistic distribution established by testing
10,000 surrogate datasets, generated by shuﬄing between gait and rest
averages across participants, for diﬀerences. We only considered clus-
ters with> 20 adjacent time-frequency samples signiﬁcant (Maris
et al., 2007; Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).
To investigate lateralization of oscillatory activity during gait, we
repeated the epoching and averaging procedure, this time using the LFP
from the ipsilateral STN for the respective epochs (“ipsilateral aver-
aging”). To compare and evaluate results, we also analyzed single
subject data from recordings with externalized leads in the same
fashion. We did not add these data to the group analysis.
4. Results
4.1. Patient details and localization of DBS leads
We could conﬁrm stimulation and recording sites for all but two
patients (Fig. 1). We had to exclude two subjects from localization; one
subject only had a post-operative MRI image which did not allow
proper electrode localization, while proper registration of MRI and
post-operative CT wasn't possible in another subject because of a de-
formed CT scan. All but two of the analyzed stimulation contacts were
placed within the motor STN (with distances between each contact
center and nearest atlas voxel center below 0.5 mm). The other two had
a distance of 0.9mm and 0.54mm and were located behind the pos-
terior part of the STN. Overall, a mean distance of 0.19 mm (SEM ±
0.02) between each stimulation contact center and nearest atlas voxel
center in the motor STN was found.
Conﬁrming the electrode localizations, stimulation amplitudes were
within normal ranges. In the condition full amplitude stimulation,
which resembles clinical optimal voltage intensity, a mean constant
voltage of 2.71 (± 0.15mV) was observed on the group level.
Furthermore, our cohort beneﬁtted from stimulation as evidenced by
signiﬁcantly lower UPDRS-III scores with stimulation as compared to
without stimulation (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p= 0.002, see Table 1
for clinical details) and a betterment in gait parameters (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 1, results and discussion) with stimulation. Although pa-
tients showed minor gait impairments with varying degrees (see Table 1
for UPDRS-III scores), all patients were able to walk regularly without
problems for extended periods of time.
4.2. High beta band oscillatory activity is attenuated during gait
The power-spectrum shows a signiﬁcant eﬀect in the high beta
frequency range (20-30 Hz) (Fig. 2A). The average relative power in
this band is reduced in amplitude during all walking conditions as
compared to all resting conditions. An ANOVA with the factor task
(sitting rest/normal gait) showed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of task (F(1,
36)= 12.38, p=0.001) on high beta band power across nuclei. A
follow up Wilcoxon signed rank test conﬁrmed signiﬁcant diﬀerences
(p < 0.0001). This diﬀerence was also signiﬁcant between standing
rest and slow gait (F(1, 36)= 4.91, p=0.03; Wilcoxon signed rank
test: p < 0.0001). No signiﬁcant change was found in other frequency
ranges. To supplement the relative power analysis approach and con-
ﬁrm results across subjects, we calculated the percent change in oscil-
latory power from normal gait to sitting rest in the high beta frequency
range for each participant, averaging over left and right STN before-
hand. Group mean percentage change from normal gait to sitting rest
showed a signiﬁcant attenuation of spectral power during gait as
compared to rest in the high beta frequency range without stimulation
(one sample t-test; t(9)=−6.5, p= 0.0001; mean=−39.2% ± 6%).
4.3. High beta band bilateral amplitude correlations are reduced during gait
To evaluate gait-related changes in oscillatory connectivity, we
compared bilateral subthalamic amplitude envelope correlations across
frequencies between rest and gait (Fig. 2B). The amplitude-correlation
spectrum shows a distinct eﬀect in the high beta frequency range
(20–30 Hz). Correlations are reduced in strength during walking as
compared to rest. An ANOVA with the factor task (sitting rest/normal
gait) showed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of task (F(1, 18)= 6.72,
p=0.02) on average amplitude-amplitude correlations in the high beta
band (20-30 Hz) across all remaining 9 participants with bilateral re-
cordings without ECG. A follow-up Wilcoxon signed rank test conﬁrmed
signiﬁcant diﬀerences (p < 0.01). We also evaluated diﬀerences in
amplitude correlations during slow gait and standing rest. An ANOVA
with the factor task (standing rest/slow gait) conﬁrmed results with a
signiﬁcant main eﬀect of task (F(1, 18)= 6.72, p= 0.02 Wilcoxon
F. Hell et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 19 (2018) 396–405
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signed rank test: p= 0.02).
4.4. High beta band burst life-times are decreased during gait
To characterize gait-related changes in high beta band burst beha-
vior, we compared life- and waiting-times across frequencies between
gait and rest (Fig. 2C). The LWR is signiﬁcantly reduced in the high beta
band, while during rest, life-times of high beta bursts are longer, and
waiting-times are reduced as compared to gait. An ANOVA with the
factor task (rest/gait) showed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of task (F(1,
36)= 10.88, p= 0.002) on LWR in the high beta band (20–30 Hz)
across all 18 nuclei. A follow up Wilcoxon signed rank test conﬁrmed
signiﬁcant diﬀerences (p= 0.01).
4.5. High beta band burst overall amplitude is decreased during gait
To investigate high beta band burst shape, we compared the average
burst amplitude in the epoch around the burst peak across patients
between gait and rest (Fig. 2D). We describe that overall amplitude as
well as burst width are decreased during gait. We tested overall high
beta burst amplitude across the whole epoch around the burst peaks
and report a signiﬁcant reduction during gait (χ2(2)= 9, p=0.002,
Wilcoxon signed rank test: p= 0.005).
4.6. Time-frequency power modulation during gait
Time-frequency group analysis of gait-cycle related oscillatory ac-
tivity in the STN in relation to average resting baseline shows mod-
ulation at several frequencies (Fig. 3B). While low frequencies seem
increased across the whole gait cycle, alpha (8–13 Hz) and low beta
(13–20 Hz) oscillations show gait-cycle locked modulations relative to
the resting baseline. However, these diﬀerences are not signiﬁcant on a
group level. Only high beta frequencies (20–30 Hz) show signiﬁcant
decreases (p < 0.05) across the whole gait-cycle (Fig. 3C) when com-
pared to rest, conﬁrming power spectral analysis results.
In relation to average gait baseline, gait-related time-frequency
analysis displays a modulation pattern with alpha, beta and gamma
frequency power being increased before and around the point of
terminal contact of the foot contralateral to the respective STN. This
lateralized modulation pattern is especially obvious when comparing
contralateral and ipsilateral averaging results (Fig. 4).
This group average lateralized modulation pattern is a result of in-
dividual time-frequency modulations (see Supplementary material,
Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4). Supplementary analysis shows that that
signal modulations in both leads in the example subjects actually
happen at the same time, regardless of laterality.
5. Discussion
This study shows that it is feasible to record neural activity from a
sensing neurostimulator (Activa PC+ S®, Medtronic, plc.) in parallel
with kinematic measurements in freely moving PD patients and to de-
tect gait cycle related changes in oscillatory power. We believe caution
is necessary when interpreting the origin of the signal modulations
during gait and argue that our results show physiological eﬀects as well
as technical artifacts.
5.1. High beta band oscillatory activity is attenuated during gait
To investigate the function of the STN during continuous walking,
we describe changes of relative spectral power and percentage change
of absolute power between gait and rest. Our power spectral analysis
shows a signiﬁcant attenuation of subthalamic high beta frequency
power on the group level (Fig. 2A) and time-frequency analysis conﬁrm
Fig. 2. Oscillatory bilateral STN frequency power, connectivity and burst analysis. A. Group relative power spectrum showing a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the high beta
band 20–30 Hz. High beta power during sitting and standing rest is comparable and is attenuated during normal and slow gait. B. Group amplitude envelope
correlations across frequencies between left and right STN showing signiﬁcant diﬀerences between rest and gait in the high beta band. C. LWR of oscillatory bursts
across frequencies during gait and sitting rest showing signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the high beta band. Lifetimes of beta bursts are prolonged during rest and waiting-
times are shortened as compared to gait. D. Shape of high beta bursts during rest and gait showing higher peak amplitudes and narrow in regard to burst width during
rest as compared to gait. Shaded error bars indicate SEM.
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attenuation throughout the gait cycle (Fig. 3B, C). Evidence for beta
power attenuation and gamma band increases in the cortex and basal
ganglia during single movements come from various studies (Kühn
et al., 2004; Litvak et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2016). Tan et al. described
that oscillatory activity in the STN, particularly the gamma (55–90 Hz)
and beta (13–30 Hz) band of the contralateral STN were most useful for
decoding ipsilateral movement force during single movements. Earlier
studies recording STN LFP during continuous movement suggest a re-
duction in beta frequency power during walking, particularly in aki-
netic-rigid, but not tremor dominant and freezing patients (Quinn et al.,
2015; Singh et al., 2013; Storzer et al., 2017).
A few factors might inﬂuence inconsistency of ﬁndings in the lit-
erature. Tan et al. report that decoding was only successful in part of
the recordings in which such a pattern was visible, but not in a second
cluster, in which no signiﬁcant movement-related modulation was ob-
served in either the beta or gamma band. The mean frequency spectrum
of the second group showed increased activity at low frequencies, ex-
tending to 25 Hz, particularly during the force onset phase. They argue
that movement related artifacts are a possible cause for their observa-
tion of low frequency power increases at the time of movement onset,
which also contaminated the beta band (Tan et al., 2016). It is
conceivable that movement related artifacts (Fig. 4, Supplementary
Figs. 3 and 4) during gait possibly also inﬂuence higher frequencies
including beta and gamma and induce increases that obliterate phy-
siological eﬀects, therefore making it hard to detect such decreases.
Another reason for the lack of consistent reports might be that these
studies are conducted in PD patients, which are known to show elevated
beta levels (Hammond et al., 2007). It has been shown, that excessive
synchronization induced by low-frequency stimulation of subthalamic
neurons at 20 Hz slows down movement in Parkinson's disease (Chen
et al., 2007; Eusebio et al., 2008). Also, the development of bradyki-
nesia during locomotion might be associated with a failure of beta at-
tenuation. Conﬁrming earlier reports, Steiner et al. showed that activity
in the beta band was reduced during repetitive ﬁnger tapping, but re-
occurred with the re-emergence of bradykinesia during prolonged
tapping (Kühn et al., 2006b; Steiner et al., 2017).
5.2. High beta band bilateral connectivity is reduced during gait
With the investigation of diﬀerences in bilateral amplitude-ampli-
tude correlations, we wanted to assess gait related changes in bilateral
subthalamic oscillatory connectivity. Here, we report a reduction in
bilateral amplitude-amplitude correlations in the high beta band during
gait (Fig. 2B), conﬁrming reports about movement-induced reduction in
bilateral connectivity. Beta coherence between ipsilateral STN, globus
pallidus internus and cortical regions has been reported to be atte-
nuated by movement without dopaminergic medication. With medi-
cation however, beta levels are generally attenuated and power within
the STN and coherence between the STN, globus pallidus internus and
EEG was dominated by gamma band activity (70–85 Hz), increasing
with movement (Cassidy et al., 2002; Lalo et al., 2008; Little et al.,
2013b). While most studies focus on within hemisphere connectivity,
other reports show that even unilateral movement results in bilateral
changes in the STN, probably reﬂecting cortical input (Alegre et al.,
2005). Niketeghad et al., report motor-modulated inter-hemispheric
connectivity between bilateral STN LFP signals (Niketeghad et al.,
2017). Hohlefeld and colleagues demonstrated coherence (iCOH)
Fig. 3. A. Group shank rotation velocity. Gait cycle is epoched between the
peak of the shank rotational velocity of one leg and the following peak of the
same leg. Average contains epochs starting with left (e.g. Supplementary
Fig. 3E) and right legs (e.g. Supplementary Fig. 3F). B, C. Time-frequency group
analysis showing gait cycle locked modulation in relation to average resting
using “contralateral averaging”. While high beta frequency power is attenuated
across the gait cycle, low frequencies show increases. Frequencies between 8
and 20 Hz do show increases in power in the double support periods of the gait-
cycle. C. Group z-statistics for comparison between gait and rest showing sig-
niﬁcant decreases in power during gait in the high beta range (20–30 Hz) across
the whole gait-cycle. Non signiﬁcant z-values are zeroed out.
Fig. 4. A, B. Time-frequency group analysis showing gait cycle locked ampli-
tude envelope modulation in relation to average gait baseline in alpha, beta and
gamma frequencies using contralateral and ipsilateral averaging methods. For
the average diﬀerence in A. signals from the left STN are used in epochs locked
to right leg shank rotation peaks and right STN LFP in epochs beginning with
the left foot (contralateral averaging). In B., the same analysis is presented, but
using right STN LFPs for epochs which begin with right leg movement and vice
versa (ipsilateral averaging).
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between bilateral STN in the beta range (10–30 Hz). While iCOH in the
10–20 Hz frequency range positively correlated with the worsening of
motor symptoms in the OFF medication condition, iCOH in the high
beta range (21–30 Hz) was increased after levodopa administration
(Hohlefeld et al., 2014). Hohlefeld et al. do not report on changes in
oscillatory power. While this ﬁndings suggest a dissociation of low and
high beta oscillations and relates only low beta oscillations to motor
symptoms, our ﬁnding suggest that high beta oscillations are related to
gait. The ﬁnding from Hohlefeld et al. stands in contrast with Little
et al. (2013b), who also investigated the eﬀects of levodopa medication
on oscillatory power and interhemispheric connectivity in PD patients.
Conversely, they report decreases in spectral power as well as decreases
in standard coherence in the 13–20 Hz frequency band, but no sig-
niﬁcant changes in the high beta band. An ensuing question here is, if
low and high beta band are indeed dissociable and have diﬀerent
functional relevance or other factors like interindividual variance
(Haegens et al., 2014), small sample sizes or electrode location
(Hohlefeld et al., 2014), contribute to the inconsistency and hetero-
geneity across reports.
5.3. High beta band burst life-times and burst amplitude are decreased
during gait
Recently, it has been proposed to use pathological long beta bursts
as a feedback signal for adaptive DBS (Meidahl et al., 2017; Tinkhauser
et al., 2017a). The same group described that overall beta burst am-
plitude and duration in the STN are reduced by dopaminergic medi-
cation, while beta bursts with a long duration are decreased and short
duration low amplitude bursts are increased (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b).
We report that oscillatory characteristics are similarly aﬀected during
gait. We showed that the high beta burst amplitude and width is re-
duced during gait (Fig. 2D). Life-times of high beta bursts are reduced
while waiting-times are increased, as indicated by signiﬁcantly reduced
LWR during gait (Fig. 2C). Together these ﬁndings indicate a reduction
in burst strength and duration, mirroring diﬀerences found in record-
ings on and oﬀ dopaminergic medication.
5.4. Frequency modulation during gait
Here, we discuss the gait-cycle speciﬁc and seemingly lateralized
modulation pattern (Fig. 4) of alpha, low beta and gamma frequencies
that is time-locked to the gait-cycle. Power in alpha, beta and gamma
frequencies is increased before and around the point of terminal contact
of the foot contralateral to the respective STN.
Invasive electrophysiological studies reporting frequency amplitude
modulations during movement and especially during gait are rare and
conﬂicting. Androulidakis and colleagues showed that subthalamic
oscillatory activity in the beta band was modulated in amplitude by
ﬁnger tapping and this modulation probably failed as bradykinesia in-
creased (Androulidakis et al., 2008). Florin et al. report increased ac-
tivity in the low beta (12–18 Hz) and gamma (30–48 Hz) frequency
ranges within the STN during ﬁst ﬂexion and extension and hypothesize
that increases in gamma power enable repetitive ﬁst movement despite
increased beta levels (Florin et al., 2013). Storzer and colleagues report
gait-cycle related STN power modulations in the 24–40 Hz range, which
was correlated with EMG activity (Storzer et al., 2016). The same group
also compared STN activity during bicycling and walking in PD patients
with and without freezing of gait, aﬃrming earlier reports. Patients
without freezing of gait, in both bicycling and walking conditions,
showed a suppression of subthalamic beta power (13–35 Hz). Freezers
showed a similar pattern in general and an additional, movement-in-
duced, narrowband power increase around 18 Hz time-locked to the
onset of gait, reﬂecting earlier reports (Singh et al., 2013; Storzer et al.,
2017). They argue that these results indicate that bicycling facilitates
overall suppression of beta power and that speciﬁcally in patients
susceptible to freezing, walking leads to exaggerated synchronization in
the low beta band.
Our reported average group-level frequency dynamics seem to show
a paradigmatic modulation pattern, partly overlapping with earlier
studies on movement related frequency alterations. We want to argue
that we are skeptical about the origin of the frequency power increases
in our data and think that these considerations are relevant for similar
research approaches. Previous invasive studies claim that movement
related artifacts are restricted to low frequencies below 10 Hz
(McCrimmon et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2011; Storzer et al., 2017).
However, it has been previously shown that the inﬂuences of movement
artifacts in electrophysiological signals on the frequency spectrum are
not restricted to low frequency oscillations, but could indeed span
several frequency ranges and are possibly time-locked to the gait cycle,
using scalp EEG recordings (Castermans et al., 2013, 2012; Kline et al.,
2015).
The lateralized modulation pattern visible in the group average
(Fig. 4) is arguably driven by diﬀerences in artifact contamination
across left and right STNs in individual subjects, as evidenced by
stronger modulations in both the right STN in both example subjects
(see Supplementary results and discussion). We think that movement
artifact related noise inﬂuences electrophysiological recordings across
setups – internal or external – that involve cables that can move or can
be aﬀected by tribo-electric eﬀects and are extremely diﬃcult to avoid
completely. Together with putative physiological signal modulations
(e.g. beta-power suppression), movement artifacts can induce fre-
quency speciﬁc biases and lead to false positive results on a group level,
especially with small group sizes. Various approaches, ranging from
template subtraction to independent component analysis have been
used to clean recordings from movement-related artifacts, but neither
could conclusively show to disentangle physiological signals from
technical noise (Castermans et al., 2013; Gwin et al., 2011, 2010;
Snyder et al., 2015).
5.5. Beta oscillations as input for adaptive DBS
Our results do question if a threshold based on beta band oscilla-
tions alone is appropriate to use as a feedback mechanism in closed-
loop DBS (Little et al., 2013a; Meidahl et al., 2017). Beta band oscil-
lations are not only related to symptom severity, but also to medication
(Kühn et al., 2008a, 2008b; Williams et al., 2005), cognition and
movement (Foﬀani et al., 2005; Hell et al., 2018; Herz et al., 2016).
Also, PD patients for example often show multiple symptoms, a single
one-dimensional biomarker might therefore be only partly useful. Beta
power in the STN correlates with rigidity and bradykinesia, but not
with tremor (Lenka et al., 2016; Little and Brown, 2012), which is
linked to low frequency activity at tremor frequency. Moreover,
movement related noise can induce tonic changes in beta levels, fur-
thermore complicating the use of oscillatory signals for adaptive deep
brain stimulation. In addition to neuronal signals, kinematic measure-
ments that might allow for the description of movement kinematics (for
an analysis of movement parameters with and without DBS, see Sup-
plementary material) and symptom severity could be a promising al-
ternative or additional feedback signal for use in adaptive DBS. Inertial
sensor measurements have already been successfully used for adaptive
stimulation in essential tremor. While recording tremor amplitude and
phase with inertial sensor units, Cagnan and colleagues stimulated
patients with essential tremor and thalamic electrodes at speciﬁc phases
of the tremor movement, successfully reducing tremor amplitude in a
subset of patients (Cagnan et al., 2013).
By integrating features from electrophysiological recordings and
kinematic measurements and other sensors like electromyography, the
clinical state of the patient, the severity of disease symptoms and re-
lated neural activity might be ultimately learned and related to each
other, using machine learning algorithms (Schirrmeister et al., 2017)
and causal modelling approaches (Rubenstein et al., 2017). Stimulation
parameters could be varied within clinical limits and those parameters
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that are associated with optimal clinical state and neural parameters
could then be learned via reinforcement learning.
5.6. Study limitations
This study was conducted in patients with Parkinson's disease which
are known to show aberrant subthalamic oscillatory activity (Hammond
et al., 2007) and problems during walking. Although patients were
investigated after overnight withdrawal of medication, they were able
to walk continuously without major impairments. We could show that
our leads were placed in the posterior dorsal region and putative motor
part of the STN (Accolla et al., 2016). It is still debated whether the
subthalamic nucleus has distinct subregions, where exactly the motor
subregion resides and what oscillatory mechanisms possibly reﬂect
diﬀerent subregions, networks and processes (Coenen et al., 2009;
Greenhouse et al., 2011; Groppa et al., 2014; Horn et al., 2017;
Jahanshahi et al., 2015; Lambert et al., 2012; Lanciego et al., 2012;
Mallet et al., 2007; Plantinga et al., 2016).
6. Conclusion
The present study provides insight into subthalamic oscillatory dy-
namics during walking without and with stimulation and discusses the
origin of the described signal modulations. We report persistent gait
related attenuation of high beta frequency oscillations throughout the
gait cycle, which is absent during stimulation (see Supplementary
material). High beta band power and bilateral high beta connectivity
are reduced during gait and oscillatory characteristics such as high beta
burst amplitude and LWR follow the same pattern. Our analysis of gait
cycle related oscillatory dynamics suggest that power in alpha, beta and
gamma frequencies is increased before and around the point of terminal
contact of the foot contralateral to the respective STN. Although our
results overlap in part with previous reports, we argue that gait cycle
locked signal increases we report here are driven by movement-related
artifacts.
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